
Devolution: Some questions 
 
We have to accept that the entire machinery is infected. By amending or 
even changing a component of the big machine there is no guarantee that the 
machine will function normally, and everything will be fine. Until and 
unless a much bigger view is taken and each and every part is examined 
thoroughly, the intricate relationships are studied jointly and a master action 
plan is in mind, I doubt if the anticipated change with the devolution plan 
will be achieved. 
 
Shouldn’t the issues of Provincial Autonomy be addressed before any plan 
of devolution is put on the palette? If the taxes generated in Sindh are 
transferred to the Centre and Sindh is desperate for resources then there is a 
major problem in the system. A case in point is Revenue generation and 
taxation. I don’t know the details and the present status of the provisional 
and federal taxes and how they are reimbursed to the province but there has 
been a lot of noise on such issues in the press. How well a local government 
can work with empty pockets is anybody’s guess. There are probably 
hundreds of such issues. 
 
Shouldn’t the issues of Election of public representatives be addressed 
before any issues of devolution are put on the palette? The talk of democracy 
looks like a sick joke with our traditional feudal, Sardars and Waderas who 
are lounging in the assemblies and who always find ways to the power seats 
since the time immemorial. How can people who thrive on slavery and 
coercion deliver democracy? Majorities of people in hot seats that matter 
have not arrived through a proper democratic process. I doubt if any political 
party has ever had proper internal elections. Non-party winners have no 
manifesto or agenda, but to recover with money (profit spent) on getting in 
the power seat. Who will deliver democracy? 
 
Shouldn’t the issues of the judicial systems, its revamping and cleansing be 
addressed before any plan of devolution is put on the palette?  
 
Shouldn’t the issues of Corruption/accountability be taken to a suitable stage 
before any issues of devolution are on the agenda? 
 
Will the colonial executive system be demolished first and the new 
grassroots legislative district assemblies’ setup established afterwards or the 
other way round, or is there an interim plan?  
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